
Donning the chic color from head to toe will 
brighten your look and slim your silhouette! Just 

pick one shade and build the look from there

Pointed-toe flats 
feature padded 
insoles for all-day 
comfort
$65, Journee (Kohls.
com, “D’Orsay Flats”)

Pastel purse has a 
detachable strap to go 
from tote to crossbody 
instantly
$35, Zzfab (Walmart.com, 
“Small Bow with Flower 
Dangling Purse Light Blue”)

STEAL JESSICA’S 
STYLE! 
Teal formfitting 
dress skims curves 
and smooths body 
jiggles
Get the look for less:
$30, MUXXN 
(Amazon.com, “Retro 
1950s Style Sleeveless”)

STEAL AMANDA’S 
STYLE! 
Powder-blue below-the-
knee trench coat directs 
focus up and down for a 
statuesque appearance 
Get the look for less:
$23, Hemlock 
(Amazon.com, “Double 
Breasted Trench”)

Versatile bandana can be tied 
around the neck or used to 

dazzle up a pony
$30, Chan Luu (ChanLuu.com, 
“Serenity Block Print Bandana”)

“Stretchy bracelet 
slips easily over hands 

and can be layered with 
more blue-toned bracelets 

for arm candy that wows!”
—Tory Johnson, Good Morning 
America’s shopping editor 
Deal: $28 $14 only on 
40boxes.com/WW

   “Canvas Resin Disc 
 Stretch Bracelet ”

Tory’s
STEAL

of the 
Week

SCAN 
ME

Pointed-toe flats 

Get the look for less:
$30, MUXXN 
(Amazon.com, “Retro 
1950s Style Sleeveless”)

Breasted Trench”)Breasted Trench”)

pick one shade and build the look from there

TREATTREATATA
YOURSELF Bold & beautiful in  blue monochrome

Donning the chic color from head to toe will 
brighten your look and slim your silhouette! Just 

pick one shade and build the look from there

Pointed-toe flats 
feature padded 
insoles for all-day 

(Kohls.
com, “D’Orsay Flats”)

Pastel purse has a 
detachable strap to go 
from tote to crossbody 

(Walmart.com, 
“Small Bow with Flower 
Dangling Purse Light Blue”)

STEAL JESSICA’S 

dress skims curves 
and smooths body 

(Amazon.com, “Retro 
1950s Style Sleeveless”)

Pointed-toe flats 

Jessica 
Chastain

Amanda 
Holden

for arm candy that wows!”
—Tory Johnson,
America
Deal: 
40boxes.com/WW

 “Canvas Resin Disc 

Powder 
blue!

Teal!
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Adjustable ankle 
strap keeps feet 
securely in place
$34, Dream Pairs 
(Amazon.com, “Lacey 
Pump Shoe”)

Bedazzled clutch is the 
perfect size for phones, 
cards and lipstick
$34, shein (us.shein.com, 
“Allover Rhinestone Decor 
Chain Clutch”)

 Statement chandelier 
earrings lend beaded 
pizzazz to any ensemble
$24, Statement Baubles 
(StatementBaubles.com, 
“Capri Turquoise Chandelier 
Statement Earrings”)

Jeweled headband adds 
a dash of luxe to locks
$16, Fedans (Amazon.com, 
“Beaded Knotted Headband”)

 Bib necklace 
boasts a 3" 
extender to get the 
perfect length for 
any neckline
$15, Bocar (Amazon.
com, “Multi Layer 
Chunky Bib Statement 
Necklace”)

The most fl attering shade of blue for you!

STEAL ANGELA’S 
STYLE! 
A structured cobalt 
blue blazer with 
a bust-slimming 
V-neck and a waist-
whittling button 
helps highlight an 
hourglass 
Get the look for less:
$40, Fashion Nova 
(FashionNova.com, 
“Victoria Blazer”)

Bold & beautiful in  blue monochrome

Angela 
Bassett

Medium skin? Try powder blue! 
The soft pastel hue is opposite yel-
low on the color wheel so it cancels 
out any sallow tones in medium 
skin. The result? Skin that looks 
healthy and radiant!

Light skin? Pick teal!
The light green tones in teal (one of 
the four most universally flattering 
colors!) help neutralize the redder 
undertones in porcelain skin for a 
gorgeous golden glow. 

Dark skin? Choose cobalt!
The rich tones of the gemstone color 
pop beautifully against darker skin 
without overwhelming it. Plus, the 
bright color enlivens skin for a more 
youthful appearance. 

Cobalt! 
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